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We develop an analytical model for the vacuum electric breakdown rate dependence on an external electric field, observed in test components for the compact linear collider concept. The model is based on a thermodynamic consideration of the effect of an external electric field on the formation enthalpy of defects. Although strictly speaking only valid for electric fields, the model also reproduces very well the breakdown rate of a wide range of radio-frequency breakdown experimental data. We further show that the fitting parameter in the model can be interpreted to be the relaxation volume of dislocation loops in materials. The values obtained for the volume are consistent with dislocation loops with radii of a few tens of nanometers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of high-gradient radio-frequency (rf) linear collider accelerating structures is strongly limited by vacuum microwave breakdown [1–9]. The concept “vacuum microwave breakdown” means in this context that the high electromagnetic field causes first electron and then ion emission to the vacuum, building up a plasma that makes the vacuum conductive. This is also known as vacuum arcing [10]. This arc severely changes the electromagnetic field in the accelerating structure [1] and can damage the accelerating components [11,12]. Experiments consistently show that, under the influence of high electric and/or magnetic fields, the structures suffer from vacuum radio-frequency breakdowns even if the electric component of the field is smaller than those, for which the electric field evaporation of surface atoms has been observed [13].

The radio-frequency breakdown is observed in several different types of linear collider components operated at frequencies of the order of ~1–10 GHz, with accelerating gradients of the order of 100 MV/m and surface electric fields of the same order of magnitude [2,14,15]. The observed breakdown rates (BDR) show a very strong dependence on the accelerating gradient, typically varying between $10^{-7}$ and $10^{-1}$ breakdowns per rf pulse (bpp). The breakdowns have been observed in components fabricated from a wide range of metals, such as Al, Ti, Cu, and Mo.

Vacuum electric breakdown is also often studied under static or slowly varying electric fields in so-called “direct current” (dc) setups [16–19]. These allow for easier testing of a wide range of materials [20], and have in general shown that the dc and rf breakdowns have several similarities, such as similar breakdown surface electric fields [17,21].

II. MODEL FOR BREAKDOWN RATE

A. Model for dc electric field breakdown

In dc setups used to examine breakdown phenomena [16,18,21], the external potential leads to an electric field $E$ at the inside surface of the components. This field will, in turn, induce a charge on the surfaces, and hence cause a stress on the material [23,24]. From basic electrodynamics [25], one obtains that the external stress on the sample $P$ is given by

$$P = -\varepsilon_0 E^2,$$

(1)

where $\varepsilon_0$ is the dielectric constant of vacuum. Note that the stress is always tensile as the force ($F_L = q_{surf} E$) acting on
the charged surface is independent on the direction of the field and always directed from the surface [24].

We have shown previously that one possible mechanism for the onset of electrical breakdown is the growth of tips under the electric field by dislocation-induced mass transport to the surface [18,24]. If we assume that this dislocation-based mechanism (or a mechanism based on other dislocation reactions or crystallographic defects) is mainly responsible for the triggering of breakdown, we can consider the process from the thermodynamics point of view [26,27]. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy change [26,28] when a defect is formed can be written

\[ G^f = H^f + TS^f_{tot}, \]

where \( H^f \) is the formation enthalpy, and \( S^f_{tot} \) the total formation entropy of the defect [29]. The formation enthalpy consists of the formation energy \( E^f \) and a term proportional to the internal pressure (stress) \( \sigma \) in the crystal

\[ H^f = E^f + P\Delta V = E^f - \sigma \Delta V \]

(since \( P = -\sigma \)), where \( \Delta V \) is the relaxation volume of the defect. The formation entropy can be divided into a vibrational and configurational part, \( S^f_{tot} = S^f_{vib} + S^f_{con} \). Minimization of the configurational entropy [26] leads to an expression for the defect concentration [29–32]

\[ c = g e^{E^f/k_B T} e^{-H^f/k_B T} \]

\[ = c_0 e^{-E^f/k_B T} e^{\sigma \Delta V/k_B T}, \]

where \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant and \( g \) is the number of crystallographically equivalent permutations of a given defect structure. The notation has been simplified by re-writing \( S^f = S^f_{vib} \). \( c_0 \) is a frequently used prefactor that includes the \( g \) and \( S^f \) terms [29,32].

The relaxation volume of interstitial-type defects has a positive value (\( \Delta V > 0 \)). Strictly speaking, both \( \sigma \) and \( \Delta V \) are direction-dependent tensors and thus the product of these quantities will have a complex shape. We will, however, focus for simplicity on a product of two scalar values not taking into account possible directional differences due to the crystal structure, since we do not aim presently at a quantitative description of the process for specific defects.

Since the pressure applied to the material in the considered case is a tensile stress with \( P < 0 \) and \( \Delta V \) as mentioned above is positive, the product \( \sigma \Delta V \) will have a positive sign. The enthalpy of formation of the defect of this type \( H^f = E^f - \sigma \Delta V \) clearly decreases with increasing stress, provided the defect relaxation volume does not change. A decreasing \( H^f \) leads to an increasing defect concentration [Eq. (5)], i.e., interstitial-type defect formation becomes easier with increasing tensile stress.

If the breakdown is caused by dislocations (or other defects), it is reasonable to assume that the breakdown rate is proportional to the dislocation concentration \( c \). Then inserting Eq. (1) into Eq. (5) (omitting the vector notation), grouping terms that are not dependent on the electric field, and inserting a prefactor \( a' \), we obtain

\[ R_{BD} = a' c_0 e^{-E^f/k_B T} e^{c_0 E^f \Delta V/k_B T} \]

\[
= a e^{c_0 E^f \Delta V/k_B T},
\]

The prefactor \( a' \) is necessary since \( R_{BD} \) is a macroscopic quantity and hence will depend on also purely macroscopic quantities such as the size of the system subject to the electric field. To simplify the expression, we introduce \( a = a' c_0 e^{-E^f/k_B T} \). In the current context we use \( a \) as a free parameter, adjusted by fitting the functional shape to the experimental results, in order to follow the main functional behavior with electric field \( \propto f[\exp(E^f)] \) or temperature \( T \).

### B. Relation to rf conditions

Although the model presented above is strictly valid only for electric fields, it is of interest to attempt to apply it also for the rf accelerating structures. In these the breakdowns are related to both electric \( E \) and magnetic \( B \) field components of the electromagnetic wave.

Experimentally the maximum breakdown rate is observed to be related to the peak value of a quantity referred to as the modified Poynting vector [8]. This and other studies [9] indicate that both \( E \) and \( B \) play a role in the breakdown process. However, \( E \) at the maximum Poynting vector is only \( \sim 20\% \) lower than at maximum electric field, and it has already been observed that there is a strong correlation between the electric field and breakdown rate (see e.g. [2,4,7–9,21,22,33]). Following these works, at this stage of the model development we analyze the breakdowns as a function of \( E \) field only.

We note that by analysis of the local stress at the surface from both electric and magnetic fields, it should be possible to extend the model to explicitly include both components of the rf fields. Moreover, if the local stress is known everywhere in an rf accelerating structure, one could apply the model as an integral average over the surface. However, such calculations are beyond the scope of the current paper, where the aim is mainly to present the basic concept of a possible relation between stress and breakdown rate.

In terms of using electric field, it is important to note that breakdown rate data is frequently provided as a function of the accelerating gradient \( E_{acc} \) rather than the surface electric field \( E \) used in the model. These quantities are, however, related to each other, and typically the maximum surface electric field in a component \( E = \eta E_{acc} \), where \( \eta \) typically is \( \approx 2 \) [2,15,34]. Thus the breakdown rate can be rewritten as

\[ R_{BD} = a e^{c_0 (\eta E_{acc}) \Delta V/k_B T}. \]
C. Summary of model

Equation (6) is the central result of the model. It predicts that if the onset of electric breakdown is associated with any kind of crystal defect, the breakdown rate has an exponential dependence on $E^2$. Moreover, in case the magnetic contribution to the stress is proportional to the electric field at the surface, the model also predicts that as first approximation the breakdown rate in rf accelerating components has an exponential dependence on $E_{acc}^2$, as given in Eq. (8). Contrary to the previous model [8] the current model also has a functional form for a temperature dependence.

Clearly in both the dc and rf cases the $R_{BD}$ is in this model very strongly increasing with $E$, in agreement with the experimental observations. This can be understood physically by the fact that a tensile stress makes formation of defects with positive relaxation volume easier, and that the basic equation for defect formation is exponential [26,27].

III. TESTS OF MODEL

A. Electric field dependence

To test the model with respect to dependence of BDR on electric field, we fitted the parameters in $a$ and $\Delta V$ in Eq. (7) or (8) to experimental data on the breakdown rate using the Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares algorithm [35] implemented for fitting arbitrary functions following Ref. [36]. For fitting we used $T = 300$ K.

As the model is directly relevant to breakdown under static electric fields, we tested it by fitting the data on breakdown probability measured at the dc setup at CERN [16,18,21]. The results are illustrated in Fig. 1, which also shows a fit of a power law $aE^\eta$. The fits can be considered to be of comparable quality to each other, showing that the model developed in this paper can also reproduce experimentally observed breakdown rates.

Since the power law model (a dependence on electric field only) has been used to examine breakdown rates in rf cavities, we proceeded to test whether the current model can also fit well rf breakdown rates. The results are illustrated in Figs. 2–4. Figures 2 and 3(a) show that the rf experimental data can be very well reproduced by the model. Figure 3(b) shows fits of a power law $aE^\eta$ to the data. Comparison of the fits in parts (a) and (b) show that the fits are of comparable quality. The data set “Circular Mo” is clearly better reproduced by the current model, however, considering the scatter in the other experimental data sets, this may simply be fortuitous.

The fit (which was carried out taking the errors into account [36]) in Fig. 4 shows that the current model provides a better fit to the highest gradient data point, which has the smallest error bars.

B. Interpretation of $\Delta V$ values

The fit results are given in Table I, in terms of the prefactor and $\Delta V \eta^2$. For dc experiments $\eta = 1$. For rf components, analysis of the experimental conditions show [34] that for the electric field $\eta$ is in the range 1.86–2.13. Assuming a value of $\eta = 2.0$, we can roughly estimate that the relaxation volumes $\Delta V$ are in the range 40–1100 nm$^3$. Using an approximate value of 0.01 nm$^3$ for the atomic volume $\Omega$ in metals (e.g. in Cu the true value is 0.0119 nm$^3$), this translates to $\eta = 4000–110 000 \Omega$.

This size scale suggests a possible nature of the defects responsible for the breakdown. The tips believed to be
FIG. 3. (a) Measured dependences of $R_{BD}$ (in units of breakdown per pulse, bpp) versus electric field for different accelerating structures and fits of the model to the data. For clarity, the results of the functional fit are not shown for all $E$ values for all data sets. (b) Fits of power law functions to the same data. The experimental data and their labels are from [42].

FIG. 4. Measured dependences of $R_{BD}$ (in units of breakdown per pulse, bpp) versus electric field for the T18 accelerating structure [33,43] and fits of our model (solid lines) as well as power laws (dashed lines) to the data.

grown on the surfaces are estimated to be in the size range 10–100 nm [8]. Such tips could, at least in principle, grow by emission of interstitial-type prismatic dislocation loops (platelets of extra atoms in the lattice) [37–39] or dislocation loops with the Burgers vector in the glide plane [24,37,40] in the similar size range. Large interstitial-like dislocation loops in metals are known to have a relaxation volume of $\approx 1 \Omega$ per atom in the loop [31,40]. Assuming circular interstitial-like dislocation loops of one atom layer thickness, we can now roughly estimate the radius of one loop from $\pi r^2 d = \Delta V$, where $d$ is the thickness of one atomic layer. Using a typical value of $d = 0.2$ nm, one obtains a range of loop radii $\approx 8–40$ nm. This value compares very well with the experimental estimates of tip sizes $\approx 10–100$ nm [8].

C. Interpretation of power law exponents

We next turn to the question of why the power law exponents obtained in previous fits are so high (typical dependences are about $E^{30}$ [8]). The fits obtained in Figs. 1–4 show that the slope of the two fitted functions

$$R_{BD} = a e^{E^{\Delta V}/(k_B T)}$$

$$R_{BD}' = a' E^\gamma$$

is similar in the $E$ range of interest. To compare the slopes as a function of $E$, we take the logarithm of both equations:

$$\log R_{BD} = \log a + \frac{e_0 E^2 \Delta V}{k_B T}$$
and make a Taylor series expansion around a field value \( E_0 \) in the range of interest, which gives

\[
\log R_{BD}' = \log a' + \frac{\varepsilon_0 E_0^2 \Delta V}{k_B T} + \frac{2 \varepsilon_0 E_0 \Delta V}{k_B T} (E - E_0)
\]

Comparison of these two forms shows that the slope of the curves close to \( E_0 \) is given by the prefactors to the \((E - E_0)\) terms, which allows one to solve for the exponent \( \gamma \):

\[
\gamma = \frac{2 \varepsilon_0 E_0^2 \Delta V}{k_B T}.
\]

Taking for instance the values of \( \Delta V = 0.3547 \times 10^{-25} \text{ m}^{-3} \) obtained in the “DC Mo” fit (see Table I and Fig. 1), expanding around \( E_0 = 500 \text{ MV/m} \) and using \( T = 300 \text{ K} \), one obtains \( \gamma = 37.8 \), which agrees very well with the power law fit shown in Fig. 1 which gave \( \gamma_0 = 36.9 \). This comparison shows that the very high exponents obtained in the previous power law fits are consistent with the current model, and can be explained by taking into account the tensile stresses due to the electric field component.

**D. Dependence on surface heating**

Radio-frequency experiments [41] have shown that the breakdown rate also depends strongly on the maximum surface heating, see Fig. 5. The heating is presumed to be primarily due to the magnetic component of the field, and thus not directly dependent on the electric field component. In our model, the breakdown rate depends exponentially on inverse temperature, as evident, e.g., from Eq. (6). Since the heating is exponential, it is reasonable to assume that the breakdown rate is dominated by the regions of peak surface heating.

To analyze the experimental dependence on temperature, we rewrite \( T = T_0 + \Delta T \), where \( \Delta T \) is the peak pulse heating. Regrouping the terms, one can write Eq. (6) as

\[
R_{BD} = a' c_0 e^{(-E' + \varepsilon_0 E^2 \Delta V)/(k_B (T_0 + \Delta T))},
\]

In this form, we can fit the experimental \( R_{BD} \) vs \( \Delta T \) data. The fits give excellent agreement with the experiments, see Fig. 5.

We used in the fitting a reference temperature \( T_0 = 300 \text{ K} \) and \( E = \eta E_{acc} = 2 \times 110 \text{ MV/m} \) based on data for the accelerating field provided in [41]. Note that since the dependence of \( \Delta T \) is linear on both \( E' \) and \( \Delta V \), it is not possible to distinguish between these two terms in Eq. (16). Hence, the exact choice of \( E \) does not matter, as the fit only can give the sum \((E' - \varepsilon_0 E^2 \Delta V)\). This quantity is the defect formation enthalpy \( H' \), and we obtain \( \approx 1.4 \text{ eV} \) for it.

Finally, as a minor side point, we consider why the dependence of \( \log R_{BD} \) with \( \Delta T \) appears linear in Fig. 5. Taking the logarithm on both sides of Eq. (16) and using for brevity the defect formation enthalpy \( H' = E' - \varepsilon_0 E^2 \Delta V \), one obtains

\[
\log R_{BD} = \log a' c_0 + \log e^{-H'/(k_B (T_0 + \Delta T))}
\]

\[
= \log (a' c_0) + \frac{-H'}{k_B T_0 (1 + \epsilon T_0 / T_0)}
\]

\[
= \log (a' c_0) + \frac{-H'}{k_B T_0} - \frac{-H' \Delta T}{k_B T_0 - \epsilon T_0},
\]

where the Taylor series approximation \( 1/(1 + \epsilon) \approx 1 - \epsilon \) was used since currently \( \Delta T / T \ll 1 \). The defect formation enthalpy term \( H' = E' - \varepsilon_0 E^2 \Delta V \) must be positive (otherwise defect formation would be spontaneous). Hence, the term \(-H'\) is negative, and considering the minus sign in front of the last term in Eq. (19), it predicts as a first approximation a linear increase of \( \log R_{BD} \) with \( \Delta T \), fully consistent with the experimental observations.

**IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

Our model provides a possible physical reason to the strong dependence of the breakdown rate on electric field. Moreover, the curvature of the functional form in the log-log plots provides a way to test the model. Indeed, the very good fit of the model to the data sets “4” and “Circular Mo” in Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that such a curvature is indeed present. If experimental data becomes available in a wider range of \( E \), this should provide a test of the model.

Grudiev et al. have pointed out that any exponential model has the feature of predicting a nonzero breakdown rate at zero field, which is obviously not physical [8]. The current model does predict a nonzero breakdown rate at...
If more accurate understanding of the breakdown triggering mechanism becomes available, the model could be extended to include also defect migration rates (which are described by another exponential term [30]).

Finally, we note that, although we assumed in the discussion above that the defects would be dislocations, the model does not per se require this: it is equally valid for any crystallographic defect. However, considering their dominating role in the plasticity of metals [27], dislocations are certainly the most likely candidate for the defect in the model.

In conclusion, we have presented a physically motivated model that can reproduce well a wide range of data on the dependence of vacuum microwave breakdown rate on electric field in high-gradient linear collider components.
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